The study of comorbidities is a major priority due to their impact on life expectancy, quality of life and healthcare cost. The availability of electronic health records (EHRs) for data mining offers the opportunity to discover disease associations and comorbidity patterns from the clinical history of patients gathered during routine medical care. This opens the need for analytical tools for detection of disease comorbidities, including the investigation of their underlying genetic basis. Results: We present comoRbidity, an R package aimed at providing a systematic and comprehensive analysis of disease comorbidities from both the clinical and molecular perspectives. comoRbidity leverages from (i) user provided clinical data from EHR databases (the clinical comorbidity analysis) and (ii) genotype-phenotype information of the diseases under study (the molecular comorbidity analysis) for a comprehensive analysis of disease comorbidities. The clinical comorbidity analysis enables identifying significant disease comorbidities from clinical data, including sex and age stratification and temporal directionality analyses, while the molecular comorbidity analysis supports the generation of hypothesis on the underlying mechanisms of the disease comorbidities by exploring shared genes among disorders. The open-source comoRbidity package is a software tool aimed at expediting the integrative analysis of disease comorbidities by incorporating several analytical and visualization functions. Availability and implementation: https://bitbucket.org/ibi_group/comorbidity
Introduction
The co-existence of two or more diseases in the same patient, also known as comorbidity (van den Akker et al., 1996; Valderas et al., 2009 ) is a matter of public health concern as it has important consequences both for patients and the healthcare system (Gijsen et al., 2001; Valderas et al., 2009) . According to several studies, the prevalence of comorbidity varies between 20% and 90% (Bonavita and De Simone, 2008; Fortin et al., 2005; Mezzich and Salloum, 2008; Marengoni et al., 2011) . This variation is due to the population under study, as well as other characteristics of the study design, such as the definition of comorbidity (van den Akker et al., 1996; Valderas et al., 2009) . Although the prevalence of comorbidity increases with age, it is not limited to the elderly population (Doshi-Velez et al., 2014; Jakovljevi c and Ostoji c, 2013; Marengoni et al., 2011; Taylor et al., 2010) . The availability of electronic health records (EHR) for data mining offers the opportunity to discover disease associations and comorbidity patterns from the clinical history of patients gathered during routine medical care (Bagley et al., 2016; Backenroth et al., 2016; Holmes et al., 2011) .
In recent years, there has been a growing interest in the re-use of clinic data for research (Jensen et al., 2012) . In this context, the availability of tools that enable the analysis of clinical data in a reproducible manner and in a secure environment is key. The development of analytical tools to identify comorbidity patterns from clinical data will enable: (i) the estimation of the prevalence of comorbidities in particular populations, (ii) the stratification of patients according to their comorbidities and (iii) the development of decision support systems in the clinical setting.
In this paper, we introduce comoRbidity, an R package aimed at providing a comprehensive analysis of disease comorbidities from both the clinical and molecular perspectives. comoRbidity leverages from clinical data obtained from EHR databases or health registries (the clinical comorbidity analysis), and from genotype-phenotype information of the diseases under study (the molecular comorbidity analysis) from DisGeNET (Piñero et al., 2017) , or provided by the user.
2 Design and implementation comoRbidity aims at expediting the analysis of disease comorbidities by providing several analytical functions and different visualization options to analyze clinical data provided by the user. comoRbidity is based on standard CRAN and Bioconductor classes allowing for full flexibility and integration with other R packages. It runs under Linux, Windows and Mac operating systems.
The R CRAN package parallel (R, 2014) is used to speed up the comorbidity estimation by adjusting the cores according to the user requirements. comoRbidity contains 14 R functions (see Supplementary Table S1 for details) used to process clinical and molecular data to perform the disease comorbidity analysis and visualize the results. The package includes a dataset of artificially generated clinical data (http://www.emrbots.org/) to illustrate the functionalities of the package.
The software implements two types of independent analysis, the clinical comorbidity analysis and the molecular comorbidity analysis. An overview of the workflow of data analysis provided by the package is shown in Figure 1 . Each analysis includes three sequential steps:
i. Data Selection: From the user's input data, comoRbidity provides an overview of the data, including a demographic analysis comoRbidity: an R package for the systematic analysis of disease comorbidities based on age and sex, the number of genes associated to the diseases under study, or the number of diseases sharing genes. ii. Data Analysis: The comorbidity analysis is performed, based on different parameters set by the user. iii. Results Visualization: The package offers different options for the visualization of the results.
Related work
To the best of our knowledge, only few tools have been developed for the analysis of disease comorbidities, namely comoR (Moni et al., 2014) , CytoCom (Moni et al., 2015) and medicalRisk (McCormick, 2016) . In the R environment, the comoR package (Moni et al., 2014) computes statistically significant associations among diseases based on the US Medicare claims database (Hidalgo et al., 2009 ) along with several molecular and phenotypic association metrics. The same authors developed CytoCom2 (Moni et al., 2015) , a Cytoscape App to visualize and query their disease comorbidity networks (Hidalgo et al., 2009 ). The medicalRisk R package (McCormick, 2016) , can be used to obtain medical risk status from large datasets with diseases encoded in ICD-9-CM, based on mortality predictors such as the Charlson Comorbidity Index and the Elixhauser comorbidity map. Compared to these tools, the main advantage of comoRbidity is the possibility to analyze the user's own clinical data in his/her private workstation, avoiding any privacy issues concerning the sharing of patient data. In addition, comoRbidity allows any classification to encode diseases, and provides different statistics and functions for assessing comorbidity between disorders. Finally, it allows exploring the genetic basis of disease comorbidities by the analysis of gene-disease association data from DisGeNET (Piñero et al., 2017) , or from gene-disease association data provided by the user.
Conclusions
The comoRbidity package is a novel, publicly available tool for the processing of healthcare data to identify comorbidity patterns enabling their analysis in a user-friendly and reproducible manner. More importantly, it permits the user to provide its own clinical data, which can be analyzed locally in a secure environment. comoRbidity supports any classification system used to identify diseases and/or phenotypes. In addition, it permits full flexibility to the user in the definition of comorbidity regarding the temporal window considered, the diseases of interest and the use of primary or secondary diagnoses in the analysis, among other aspects. Several analytical and visualization functions are provided including metrics to assess disease associations and their temporal directionality. In addition, it allows performing a molecular analysis of the comorbidities even if no genomic data of the patient is available, by using publicly available information on genedisease associations, making possible the formulation of hypothesis regarding the etiology of disease comorbidities.
